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Esomisdia Azukie
Graduate Research Asst.
Texas State University
Dr. Kathrin Milbury & Joel Koff (Behavioral Science)

Trinity Brigham
Graduate Student
Pratt View A & M University
Dr. Prathap Bhatia (Cancer Surveillance & Imaging)

Jade Buford
Graduate Research Asst.
Emory University
Dr. Qian Lu & Nannas Kishwan-Monk (Health Disparities Research)

Isabella Bumanianig
Research Medical Student
University of Texas - Houston: Medical School
Dr. Colin Tenpunchu & Ethan Lui (GI Radiation Oncology)

Camille Charles
Research Medical Student
Lincoln Memorial Univ., DeBakey College of Osteopathic Medicine
Dr. Sanjay Shete & Pujit Aggarwal (Epidemiology)

Alicia Cotto
Graduate Research Asst.
Rice University
Dr. Nathan Parker & Karen Basen-Engquist (Behavioral Science)

Taylor Curry
Graduate Research Asst.
University of Central Florida
Dr. Shiree Cheng & Kristin Primm (Epidemiology)

Hannah Fuchs
Graduate Research Asst.
Emory University
Dr. Larin Strong (Health Disparities Research)

Grace Hamadeh
College Student
Texas A & M University - College Station
Dr. Murali Hissen (Epidemiology)

Raven Hollis
College Student
Pratt View A & M University
Dr. Kevin Thomas Read (Epidemiology)

Joy Hedlinlone
Graduate Student
MD Anderson Cancer Center - School of Health Professions
Dr. Jan Gu (Epidemiology)

Amanegnai Jalbuena
Research Intern
Lassen University
Dr. Matthew Gablin (Immunology)

Justine James
College Student
City University of New York - City College
Dr. Angeles Lopez-Olivo & Maria E. Suarez-Almazor (Health Services Research)

Hannah Johnston
Graduate Research Asst.
Washington University
Dr. Karen Bauman Engquist (Behavioral Science)

Saumya Kaslawi
College Student
Eastern Virginia Medical School
Dr. Florence McAllister (Behavioral Science)

Gabriele Kupferman
Research Intern
Yeshiva University - Stern College for Women
Dr. Mary T. Austin (Surgical Oncology)

Eduardo Levi
Research Medical Student
University of Texas - Austin
Dr. Lisa Wright & Scherette Marks (Health Disparities Research)

Andrea Malabay
Graduate Research Asst.
University of Houston - Main Campus
Dr. Shirin Cheng & Kristin Primm (Epidemiology)

Vijay Nitturi
Graduate Research Asst.
Texas Southern University
Dr. Pujit Aggarwal & Sanjay Shete (Epidemiology)

Christopher Ogboe
Research Intern
University of Peabody School of Medicine
Dr. Karen Bauman Engquist (Behavioral Science)

Sarah Phillips
Research Medical Student
Eastern Virginia Medical School
Dr. Susan Peterson (Behavioral Science)

Varun Rao
Graduate Research Asst.
Tulane University
Dr. Scott Kopycinski (GI Medical Oncology)

Maria Ribando
Graduate Research Asst.
Tulane University
Dr. Lisa Lomanowsky (Health Disparities Research)

Amy Senger
Graduate Research Asst.
Stony Brook University
Dr. Shih Lu (Health Disparities Research)

Kendall Servino
Research Medical Student
University of Nevada School of Medicine
Dr. aren Bauman Engquist (Behavioral Science)

Julia Shi
College Student
Rice University
Dr. Grace Li Smith (GI Radiation Oncology)

Ashley Shin
Research Intern
University of Texas - Austin
Dr. Glenn Lu & Alan Shin (Health Disparities Research)

Taylor Simmons
Research Medical Student
University of Mary Hardin-Baylor
Dr. Janice Blalock (Behavioral Science)

Matthew Taing
Research Medical Student
University of Houston - Main Campus
Dr. Francesco Versace (GI Clinical Cancer Prevention)

Kevin Tang
Research Medical Student
Albert Einstein College of Medicine of Yeshiva University
Dr. Edward Vite-Sanchez (GI Clinical Cancer Prevention)

Emily Wood
Research Intern
Brighton Young University
Dr. Huiz Zhao (Health Services Research)

Fanie Wabwende
Research Intern
University of New England
Dr. Scherette Marks (Health Disparities Research)

Emily Wood
Research Intern
Brighton Young University
Dr. Huiz Zhao (Health Services Research)
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Reported Dysphagia Among Pancreatic Cancer Patients During Pancreatic Chemotherapy

Does the Type of Fat Matter? Evaluating the Impact of Visceral Fat and Subcutaneous Fat in Patients with Rheumatoid Arthritis: A Systematic Review and Meta-Analysis

Increasing Referral of LB-Blood Cancer Patients to Active Living After Cancer (ALAC) Program

Accepted Pain Interventions for Head and Neck Cancer Patients: A Systematic Review

Factors Associated with Adherence to Remote Patient Monitoring During Radiation Therapy for Individuals with Lung Cancer: A Systematic Review

The Effect of-Based Exercise Programs and Smoking Cessation Strategies in Frail Older People with Arthritis: A Systematic Review

Detection and Determining of Patient-Reported Dysphagia Among Pancreatic Cancer Patients During Pancreatic Chemotherapy

Analysis of Sleep Patterns, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats for Cultured Adaptation of Mindfulness Program for Cancer Patients and Survivors

Understanding the Psychophysical Mechanisms Underlying Defining acquired mutations in healthy breast tissue and their association with breast cancer risk: An Exome and Breast Risk

Genetic Testing for Individuals with Hereditary Breast and Ovarian Cancer: A Systematic Review

Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats for Cultured Adaptation of Mindfulness Program for Cancer Patients and Survivors

Factors Associated with Adherence to Remote Patient Monitoring During Radiation Therapy for Individuals with Lung Cancer: A Systematic Review

Increasing Referral of LB-Blood Cancer Patients to Active Living After Cancer (ALAC) Program

Defining acquired mutations in healthy breast tissue and their association with breast cancer risk: An Exome and Breast Risk

Development of Positive Activity Interventions for Couples Facing Cancer

Factors associated with adherence to remote patient monitoring for head and neck cancer patients

Young Adult Melanoma: A Systematic Review and Meta-Analysis

Increasing Referral of LB-Blood Cancer Patients to Active Living After Cancer (ALAC) Program

Association of Visceral and Subcutaneous Fat with Breast Cancer Risk Factors and Cancer Risk Factors and Race, Gender, Stage, and Site

Does the Type of Fat Matter? Evaluating the Impact of Visceral Fat and Subcutaneous Fat in Patients with Rheumatoid Arthritis: A Systematic Review and Meta-Analysis

Increasing Referral of LB-Blood Cancer Patients to Active Living After Cancer (ALAC) Program